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Abstract
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1 Introduction

The idea of "process" has come to be seen as fundamental to software development. This is indicated by an increasing number of international conferences and workshops dealing with the software process (such as the International Software Process Workshops and the International Conference on the Software Process, among others). A software development process, or software process, can be defined as a set of steps for creating and evolving software systems that encompasses both technical and managerial concerns [18]. Software processes are seen as crucial to software quality and cost [43], and they have been characterized as providing the most practical framework for making improvements in the performance of organizations that develop software [31]. The specification and application of high-quality software processes may also lead to enhanced contributions by computers [49].

The ability to represent and execute software processes is essential to their study and use. One important approach to the representation of software processes is process modeling [43, 40, 16]. Software process modeling is the representation of selected aspects of a software process. Some common examples of software-process models are data-flow and control-flow diagrams, statecharts [25], and Petri nets [51]. Process models have been used to support process planning, replanning, monitoring, and recording [41, 46], to represent, analyze, and compare development methodologies [60, 69], to simulate process executions [58, 17], and to provide automated process support and automated process execution (for example, [21, 9, 58, 17, 1]).

Software-process programming [48] is a related but contrasting approach. Software-process programming brings a software-engineering paradigm to the development and use of software processes. It represents software processes as programs written in programming languages. A particularly important aspect of the approach is an emphasis on the executability of process programs. That is, while a process program may provide a model of a process, it should more importantly automate or otherwise automatically support the execution of the process. In this regard, process programs can be viewed as process implementations, which may serve as process models but which have purposes that models may lack [65].

The ability to program software processes depends on the availability of software-process programming languages. When the idea of software-process programming was introduced, however, there were no such languages. It was not clear what these languages would be like, what their requirements might be, or how they would be used. In order to help clarify these issues, we hypothesized requirements for a software-process programming language, defined a prototype language with capabilities and features that addressed these requirements, and experimented with the language by writing software-process programs. This language is called APPL/A.

APPL/A is defined as an extension to Ada [73]. Ada offers the general programming-language con-
structs that we believe are necessary in a software-process programming language. The main additional constructs that APPL/A provides specifically for software-process programming include relation units with programmable bodies, concurrent trigger units that react to operations on relations, predicate units that may be optionally enforced like constraints on relations, and a set of statements for composite, transaction-like operations on relations. A translator, APT [26], has been developed for a subset of the language. APPL/A has been used to program detailed solutions to the problems posed for the Sixth and Seventh International Software Process Workshops (ISPW6/7) [42, 27], to program an executable prototype requirements-specification process [67], and for a variety of other processes (including programs in the Arcadia [34] prototype demonstration). This paper gives a detailed overview of APPL/A. The paper provides background on language requirements and design, presents the language definition in substantial detail, describes our experience with the language, and discusses the resulting lessons learned about the development and use of APPL/A in particular and software-process programming languages in general.

The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses issues affecting the requirements for a software-process programming language, gives the corresponding design goals for APPL/A, and describes the approach we took to developing the language. Section 3 presents the language with simple examples, and Section 4 reviews the current status of the language. Section 5 describes various software-process programs that we have written using APPL/A, including particular language constructs and process-programming techniques. Section 6 then presents an analysis and evaluation of language features and related issues. Finally, Section 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 presents a summary and conclusions.

2 Language Requirements, Design Goals and Approach

In attempting to define a prototype software-process programming language, we were faced with an application domain that was only poorly understood and for which there were few linguistic precedents. Software-process programs must be able to support software processes; a software-process programming language, in turn, must facilitate the coding of such programs. The ability to encode effective process programs can thus be taken as a general acceptance criterion for a process-programming language. Consequently, we began by considering the general characteristics of software processes. These characteristics and other issues relating to the requirements on a process-programming language are discussed in Section 2.1. We next identified the kinds of capabilities that a software-process programming language would need to support the required characteristics of software processes. These capabilities, presented in Sec-

\[1\] In the following we will use “process programming” and “process-programming language” for “software-process programming” and “software-process programming language”, respectively. Ideas about process and process programming apply to a wider domain than software development, but since we are concerned here specifically with software development, we will drop the qualification for the sake of brevity.
tion 2.2, became the design goals for our language. Finally, we adopted a strategy for defining a language to meet these goals as described in Section 2.3.

2.1 Requirements on Process-Programming Languages

A process-programming language is intended specifically for the coding of programs to represent and implement software processes. Consequently, there are domain-dependent requirements on these languages that derive from the particular needs of software processes. More specifically, a process-programming language should facilitate the development of process programs that capture and support the essential and desirable characteristics of software processes. Process-programming languages are also affected by domain-independent issues, such as principles of programming-language design, and the need to enable the development of process programs according to, and in support of, sound software engineering practices. However, the domain-specific requirements are of particular interest here because these have been the least-well understood of the issues affecting process-programming language design. Indeed, part of our purpose in developing a prototype process-programming language is to validate hypothesized language requirements based on the needs of software processes.

In order to determine language requirements that are derived from software processes, it is necessary to have some understanding of the particular characteristics of those processes that process programs are to address. The characteristics of software processes, in turn, depend on their purposes. We take those purposes to be the development, maintenance, evolution, and management of software products by teams of developers. Consequently, software development can be characterized not only in terms of "process" or behavioral concepts, such as methodologies and activities, but also in terms of products and of the interactions between processes and products. Previous work on software environments [10, 29] and early experience in process programming lead us to identify a number of characteristics related to each of these aspects of software processes. Some representative characteristics that seem especially important are summarized below. These, along with the more general issues noted above, motivate the language design goals presented in the following subsection.

Characteristics Related to Processes  Software processes must have a flexible and dynamic process structure. For example, they must respond to contingencies that arise during product development, both exceptions and opportunities, and they must adapt to dynamically determined conditions such as the availability of resources and the size and complexity of the developing product. Software processes also typically include a high degree of concurrency. Many development activities may proceed concurrently, such as the coding of independent modules, and some classes of activity are necessarily parallel, such as an engineering activity and the managerial monitoring of that activity. Many development activities are
also naturally characterized in terms of reactive (or event-driven) control. Examples include propagation of changes, the invocation of activities when needed inputs become available, and the repair of constraint violations or process failures.

**Characteristics Related to Products** Software products comprise many kinds of artifacts, ranging from requirements to design to different kinds of code, test cases, test plans, test results, analysis criteria and results, documentation, and so on. These artifacts furthermore have diverse and complex interrelationships. These include various kinds of dependencies (e.g., derivation and definition), versions, configurations, visibility, and so on. These relationships are critical not only for the comprehensive representation of software products but also for the effective representation of software processes, for example, in guiding development, assessing the impacts of change, and maintaining consistency. The consistency of software products is also important for a variety of reasons, such as the acceptability of a software product and pre- or postconditions on tool or process executions. Software processes thus need the ability to express and enforce consistency requirements on software products. Software products must also have persistence, that is, they must persist between (and following) the processes that develop, use, evolve, and maintain them. A related issue is access to existing artifacts, for example, for reuse or reengineering. These may be imported from external sources or inherited from prior projects. In either case, it implies a need to be able to incorporate the use of existing and possibly heterogeneous artifact stores into the software process.

**Characteristics Related to Processes and Products or Their Interactions** There are a number of areas in which characteristics of software processes apply to both processes and products or their interactions. One is a substantial reliance on automation. Notwithstanding the importance of manual activities, software development would not be possible without automated support for object creation, derivation, and manipulation (e.g., compilers and editors), tool and object management systems (e.g., for version control and configuration management), and other automated capabilities (such as communication and event notification). A need for data sharing arises because multiple programs often must use the same data and access them concurrently. For example, multiple analysis tools may be run on the same module concurrently, or a manager, design engineer, and programmer may need access to a design specification during a design review. Data sharing entails a need to coordinate multiple users and processes in order to resolve conflicting requirements or purposes and to mitigate contention for shared resources. The fact that different users or processes may be accessing shared data at different times and for different purposes implies a need for flexibility in the specification and enforcement of consistency. The conditions that represent consistency may evolve over the life of a process and product. For example, the constraints on a finished product may be much stronger than those on an initial or intermediate product. Different activities during development may require different levels of consistency (or, conversely, tolerate different amounts
or kinds of inconsistency). For example, a tool for data flow analysis may require syntactic and semantic consistency of source code, but the semantic analyzer may require only syntactic consistency, whereas the use of a testing tool may be restricted to code that satisfies certain conditions on data flow. Finally, the different consistency requirements of different processes, and the fact that software development activities are prone to error, implies a need for the ability to accommodate inconsistency. Inconsistency may arise, for example, when constraints are newly enforced, when a change in one part of the process affects the consistency of another part, or when a tool or task fails.

2.2 Design Goals

The characteristics of software processes described above provide a basis for inferring domain-related design goals for process-programming languages. Based on these characteristics, and on general considerations of language design and software engineering, we adopted several specific goals for our prototype process-programming language. These are as follows:

- **Executability**: Executability is needed for process implementation in general to support the automation of process steps.

- **Basic control and data definition capabilities**: These are needed for representing aspects of software-process activities and artifacts; they are also important for programming the process-independent details of process implementations.

- **Abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity**: Abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity of both control and data are important for software-engineering purposes such as understandability, maintainability, and reusability. They provide a basis for software-process evolution and adaptation by facilitating the introduction of alternative methods, policies, and representations.

- **Representation of relationships**: This is important for capturing the diverse interconnections between software products and also for representing other associations in a software process and environment (e.g., the relationship of resources to activities).

- **Derived data**: The capabilities for automation and abstraction should be sufficient, as a special case, to support the specification, implementation, and maintenance of derived data. Derived data are important because many essential kinds of artifacts (e.g., object and executable code, test and analysis results) seem to be effectively represented as derived data. Also, derivations represent an important opportunity for process automation.

- **Data persistence and sharing**: Persistence and sharing are needed for software products as well as for information that represents software processes, projects, and so on.
• **Programmability of implementations:** This complements control and data abstraction in the provision of alternative methods, policies, and implementations. As a particular case, it should be possible to program the representations of persistent data, for example, with regard to the underlying storage system, storage strategy, inferencing, and so on. This facilitates logical independence of products and processes from underlying systems while enabling optimization of the implementations and supporting access to legacy data.

• **Concurrent and reactive control:** These address the need for concurrent and reactive activities in software processes. Both may also contribute to flexibility and dynamism of software-process control structures.

• **Explicit, flexible, and dynamic consistency management:** This addresses the need for expressed and enforcible constraints on data as well as for control over the enforcement of those constraints. Flexibility and dynamism in consistency enforcement can also contribute to flexibility and dynamism in software-process control structures and to the accommodation of inconsistency.

• **Flexible transaction management:** Transaction-related capabilities are needed to help coordinate concurrency among users and processes in their access to shared and persistent data, in particular to prevent interference between concurrent activities and preserve data integrity. Flexibility of the transaction model is needed to help support process-specific transaction models. It can also contribute to flexibility and dynamism in software process control structures and to the accommodation of inconsistency.

These goals represent general capabilities that we hoped to support in some specific form in our prototype process-programming language. Two things should be noted about the goals. First, several of them have multiple motivations. For example, modularity and abstraction are important in language design and software engineering generally, but they have particular relevance for software processes in that they facilitate the adaptation and evolution of methodological policies and environmental infrastructure. Second, language capabilities can be categorized analogously to the characteristics of software-process, that is, in terms of control and data and the interactions between them. However, it would be incorrect to infer a fixed association between the behavioral aspects of processes and the control-related elements of languages, or between the product-related aspects of processes and the data-related aspects of languages. In other words, a given language feature cannot be classified simply as a "process feature" or a "product feature"; the features are mechanisms that can be applied to multiple purposes. In practice, both the control-related and data-related capabilities of a language are useful for programming both the behavioral and product-related aspects of software processes (as illustrated in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6.10).

We recognize that there are issues that are not directly addressed by the design goals stated above. Rather than attempt to address all conceivable process-programming language requirements, we deliber-
ately narrowed our focus to concentrate on aspects of software processes and products that seem important and interesting to us. Some issues, such as user interfaces and real-time control, are beyond the scope of our work. Capabilities such as high-level transactions and version control are necessary to software processes, but we could identify no generally accepted models for these that we felt comfortable embedding in the language. In these areas we have tried to supply more basic constructs that can be used to program needed capabilities according to process-specific requirements. Other issues, such as user-process interaction paradigms and process change, we planned to explore as issues of process-program design rather than language design. Finally, there are some issues that we did not consider in the original design of APPL/A but that have since been recognized as important. These include concerns such as persistent (or long-term) and reflexive processes. For many of these "new" problems we have found that capabilities already in the language provide reasonable solutions (see Section 6).

2.3 Development Strategy

Having identified design goals for our prototype process-programming language, the next step was to define the language according to those goals. However, it was not possible a priori to specify the particular form in which the language should provide the desired capabilities. As noted, there were few demonstrated control and data models for software processes. Additionally, we knew of no programming language, intended for any purpose, that provided support in all of the required areas. Consequently, we expected to have to modify existing models and define new ones to provide the desired capabilities. Furthermore, we could not know in advance how potential control and data models might interact; thus, we were faced with the prospect that the form and function of features in the language might need to be adapted and restricted if they were to be coherently integrated. The definition and integration of control and data models was thus a substantial part of our effort.

We began the definition of our language with the premise that, since process programs are intended to serve as process implementations, a process-programming language should provide at least the kinds of features and capabilities offered by traditional programming languages. Traditional programming languages could address at least some of the goals we have for process programs, such as executability and basic control and data definition. Many of the goals reflect fundamental language-design principles and are intended to simply facilitate sound software-engineering practices. Traditional languages may also enable the representation and support of some of the characteristics of software processes (e.g., concurrent behavior), although we expect that in general capabilities beyond those in traditional programming languages will be needed.

On the assumption that a process-programming language should largely subsume a traditional programming language, we decided to define our prototype process-programming language by extending an
existing language with features that we believed would be important for software-process programming. We chose to extend an existing language so that we would not have to reinvent the basic capabilities provided by superior contemporary languages and because we hoped that this would simplify implementation of the process-programming language and ease its integration into existing software-development contexts. This would also enable us to more quickly gain experience with the language and with process programming and it would expedite the evaluation of our approach.

We selected Ada for our base language. We hypothesized that the capabilities of Ada that were intended to facilitate software engineering would also be useful in a process-programming language. These capabilities include abstraction, modularity, concurrency, and exceptions and exception handlers, among others. It also seemed that some of the particular constructs in Ada, such as packages and tasks, could serve as syntactic and semantic models for the new features to be added. Additionally, we hoped to take advantage of Ada-related technology that was being developed in the Arcadia project [71], through which the work on APPL/A was supported. An overview of the special features of APPL/A, defined as extensions to Ada, is given in the next section.

3 Overview of APPL/A

This section presents an overview of the definition of APPL/A. APPL/A is defined as an extension to Ada (and we assume below that the reader is at least somewhat familiar with Ada). The major constructs that APPL/A adds to Ada are

- Relation units that provide abstract, programmable, persistent storage for writable data
- Trigger units that represent concurrent logical processes, like Ada tasks, and that react automatically to operations on relations
- Predicate units that specify conditions over relations and that can be dynamically and optionally enforced to achieve the effect of constraints on relations
- Composite statements that provide capabilities for management of relation integrity and consistency and that can be used to program activities with transaction-related properties such as serializability and atomicity.

APPL/A also defines a variety of other statements and operations related to these. The full definition, including additional features and details, is presented in [62]. The subsections below present an overview of the main points relating to the most important and widely used constructs in the language.
3.1 Relation Units

APPL/A relation units are used to represent the abstract mathematical notion of a relation (except that APPL/A relations are by default multi-sets). Relations address the goal of representing relationships among software objects and products, and they also provide a general and flexible data structure for representing software products and other sorts of software-process data. Like relations in conventional databases, APPL/A relations are persistent and shared between programs. Thus relations also address our goal of providing support for shared, persistent data.

APPL/A relations have several important differences, however, from relations in the conventional relational data model [11]. The types of attributes in APPL/A relations can be composite and abstract, although they must be assignable by value. APPL/A attribute values can be automatically computed, providing support for our goal of derived data. APPL/A relations also have programmable implementations, which allows implementations to be tailored to an environment while preserving environment-independence at the abstract level. Another unusual feature of APPL/A relations is that they are "active", i.e., they represent concurrent threads of control. This contributes to the goal of concurrency, especially for purposes such as attribute derivations, inferencing, and dynamic storage management.

Syntactically, an APPL/A relation declaration consists of a specification and a body, analogously to Ada package and task units. Also like Ada tasks, a relation specification may define a single instance of an anonymous type, or it may define a type which can be multiply instantiated.

3.1.1 Relation Specifications

An APPL/A relation specification contains a tuple type definition and one or more entry specifications (taken from a pre-defined set, described below). If the relation has derived attributes, then it may optionally include a dependency specification to specify how those attributes are to be computed. These features are illustrated in Figure 1. This shows the specification of a relation Source compilations, which relates object code to the source code from which it is compiled.

The tuple type definition in a relation specification defines the type of tuples that are stored in the relation. A tuple type is similar to a record type, but the fields of a tuple are known as "attributes." Attributes, like Ada parameters, have modes (in, in out, and out) to indicate the way that the attributes take on values (described below).

The entries for a relation represent the operations on the relation. These must be at least one of

---

2 The attributes of the tuple type of a relation are also called the attributes of the relation. This term was chosen for conformance with established relational terminology. "Attribute" is also used in Ada to refer to predefined properties of named entities. We regret this overloading of "attribute", but we felt that abandoning the use of the term with respect to relations would create even more confusion.
insert, update, delete, and find. The insert entry takes parameters for in and in out attributes and inserts a tuple with the given values into the relation. The update entry enables one tuple with given attribute values to be assigned new values for the in and in out attributes. The delete entry deletes a tuple with given attribute values. The find entry supports the iterative and selective retrieval of tuples according to given attribute values. Relation entries, like those for a task, are executed serially; relation entries must also be atomic, i.e., have an all-or-nothing effect on the state of the relation. (These properties are necessary to assure the proper behavior of relations with respect to predicate enforcement, Section 3.3.2, and the consistency-management statements, Section 3.4.)

Two other operations on relations are not represented by entries but are predefined by the language. These include a function member, which tests whether any tuple in the relation matches given attribute values, and a function tuple, which returns a tuple matching given attribute values (or raises an exception if there is no such tuple).

Various effects can be achieved by omitting one or more of the relation entries. For example, a "constant", read-only relation can be defined by omitting the insert, update, and delete entries. A write-once/read-many relation could be defined by omitting the delete and update entries. Such a relation might be used, for example, for process logging. Other properties related to relation operations are discussed in Section 3.4.

A dependency specification indicates how the values of derived attributes (modes out or in out) are to be computed. In Source compilations the dependency specification states that, for each tuple, the values of the attributes obj and msgs are to be computed by a call to the procedure compile, where the corresponding value of attribute src is taken as input.

3.1.2 Relation Bodies

The body of a relation must implement the semantics of the associated specification. That is, it must provide persistent storage, implement the relation entries, and compute and assign values for derived attributes. However, many details of the implementation are left up to the programmer (although a default implementation mechanism is available). In this respect APPL/A relations are programmable. Thus, for example, the implementation of a relation is not constrained with respect to the system used for persistent storage, the derivation strategy for computed attributes (e.g., eager or lazy), the caching strategy for computed attributes (e.g., cached when computed or recomputed when needed), or any inferencing that may be necessary to support the implementation. This aspect of APPL/A, which is based on [29], goes beyond earlier systems such as Odin [10] and Make [19], which were less flexible or powerful in these

3 The find entry is used to implement a relation iterator (loop construct) and the predefined relation operations member and tuple. Typically the user does not call the find entry directly but uses these other constructs to retrieve or test for tuples.
with Compile; -- separately defined compiler interface
with Code_Types;

Relation Source_Compilations is
-- Relates source code to the object code compiled from it.
-- Encapsulates and automates the compilation process.

    type src.compilations_tuple is tuple
        name: in name_type;
        src: in Code_Types.source_code;
        obj: out Code_Types.object_code;
        msgs: out messages;
    end tuple;

entries
    insert(name: name_type; src: source_code);
    delete(name: name_type; src: source_code; obj: object_code; msgs: messages);
    update(name: name_type; src: source_code; obj: object_code; msgs: messages;
          update_name: boolean; new_name: name_type;
          update_src: boolean; new_src: source_code);
    find(iterator: in out integer;
        first: boolean; found: out boolean;
        t: out src.compilations_tuple;
        select_name: boolean; name: name_type;
        select_src: boolean; src: source_code;
        select_obj: boolean; obj: object_code;
        select_msgs: boolean; msgs: messages);

dependencies
    determine obj, msgs by compile(src, obj, msgs);
End Source_Compilations;

Figure 1: Specification for Relation Source_Compilations

respects. Relations are thus abstract data types; as such, they afford the benefits generally associated with abstraction, for example, encapsulation and the flexibility to change implementations without affecting users of the specification.

3.1.3 Persistence and Sharing of APPL/A Relations

The data in an APPL/A relation by definition must persist between program executions. This applies not only to relations that are library units but also to relations that are declared in local scopes (so long as they are reachable).\(^4\) The scoping and visibility rules for APPL/A relations are the same as

\(^4\)Relations can be designated by access values. Since access values are meaningful only within a single program execution, such relations need not persist between executions.
those for Ada objects. There is only one relation object for each declared relation, including relations declared in local scopes. Concurrent executions of programs (or scopes) in which a relation is visible give rise to concurrent references to the single object represented by the declaration. Mechanisms that allow programs to coordinate concurrent access to shared relations are provided by the transaction-like consistency-management statements described in Section 3.4.

3.1.4 Iteration Over Relations

APPL/A provides a “for” loop for (optionally selective) iteration over readable relations (i.e., relations that have a find entry). For selective iteration, a where clause is used to specify one value each for one or more attributes of the relation; only tuples that match the given value(s) are retrieved. For non-selective iteration, the where clause is omitted. An example is shown within Figure 2.

3.2 Trigger Units

An APPL/A trigger unit represents a separate logical thread of control that reacts to events defined in terms of calls on relation entries. Triggers thus address our goals for both reactive and concurrent control in software processes. Triggers can be used to automatically propagate updates from one relation to another, to send notifications in response to changes in data that are stored in relations, to initiate dependent processes, to perform computations, to maintain logs, and generally to respond concurrently to operations on relations.

3.2.1 Events, Event Signals, and Trigger Execution

For purposes of triggering, APPL/A defines two kinds of events in association with relation entry calls. An acceptance event occurs when a relation entry call is accepted; a completion event occurs when a relation entry call is successfully completed. When an event occurs, an event signal is generated and automatically propagated to triggers that respond to that event. An event signal carries with it the values of actual parameters given to or returned from the corresponding entry call, and these are made available to triggers that receive the signal.

The execution of triggers is modeled after that of Ada tasks in that a trigger logically executes in parallel in the way that a task does. A difference between triggers and tasks, though, is that a task responds to explicit entry calls, while a trigger responds to implicitly generated event signals. More particularly, a typical trigger “waits” for event signals that are generated automatically in association with operations on relations. When an event signal is received, the trigger responds by executing the code associated with the event (represented by an upon statement in the trigger body, as discussed below); the trigger then
resumes "listening" for further event signals. If signals are received by a trigger more rapidly than they can be handled, they are queued (like calls to a task entry) and responded to in turn.

Note that the association of a trigger to a relation is represented in the trigger only; i.e., it is not necessary in a relation to designate the triggers to which event signals are to be sent. Thus, triggers on a relation can be added and deleted without affecting the relation; in this regard, the APPL/A event and trigger model is consistent with the event/mediator model of environment integration advocated in [61].

3.2.2 Trigger Specifications

A trigger has a one-line specification like that of an Ada task with no entries. A trigger specification with the reserved word type defines a trigger type; one without the reserved word type defines an instance of an anonymous type. A trigger may also be declared global or local. This determines the scope from which event signals are propagated to the trigger (global is the default).

The specification and body of a trigger are shown in Figure 2. The purpose of this trigger, Maintain_Source_Compilations, is to automatically assure that every module in relation Source_Repository (not shown) is represented in relation Source_Compilations. Source_Repository has attributes author (module author), name (module name), and src (source code). The trigger responds to operations on Source_Repository and propagates corresponding changes to Source_Compilations. For example, when new source code is inserted into Source_Repository, the trigger automatically inserts that code into Source_Compilations.

3.2.3 Trigger Bodies, Upon Statements, and Synchronization

A trigger body comprises a loop over a selective trigger statement in which the alternatives are represented by upon statements. The upon statements identify the events to which a response is to be made. Each upon statement designates a relation entry and takes corresponding parameters. The keyword acceptance or completion designates the kind of event associated with the entry. The statements within and immediately following the upon statement encode the trigger's response to the event. A trigger may have upon statements for any or all of the entries of a relation, and it may have upon statements for entries from multiple relations.

The body of an upon statement (within the do ... end block) is executed synchronously with the event signal. While the upon statement is executing, the execution of the corresponding relation is suspended at the point at which the signal was generated. However, the trigger does not execute a full rendezvous (in the Ada tasking sense) with the relation, and no parameters or exceptions are returned from the trigger to the relation. Once the upon statement completes, the relation is released and the trigger and relation
global trigger Maintain_Source_Compilations; -- the specification

trigger body Maintain_Source_Compilations is
    sc.t: src.compilations.tuple;
begin
    loop
        select
            upon Source_Repository.insert(
                author: name.type; name: name.type; src: source.code)
            completion do
                -- propagate name and source to Source_Compilations
                Source_Compilations.insert(name, src);
            end upon;
        or
            upon Source_Repository.update(
                author: name.type; name: name.type; src: source.code;
                update_author: boolean; new_author: name.type;
                update_name: boolean; new_name: name.type;
                update_src: boolean; new_src: source.code)
            completion do
                if update_name or update_src then
                    ... -- update tuple with “name” in Source_Compilations
                end if;
            end upon;
        or
            upon Source_Repository.delete(
                author: name.type; name: name.type; src: source.code)
            completion do
                -- delete tuple with “name” from Source_Compilations
                for sc.t in Source_Compilations where sc.t.name = name loop
                    Source_Compilations.delete(sc.t.name, sc.t.src, sc.t.obj, sc.msgs);
                end loop;
            end upon;
        or
            terminate;
        end select;
    end loop;
End Maintain_Source_Compilations;

Figure 2: Trigger Maintain_Source_Compilations
proceed in parallel and asynchronously.

3.2.4 Global and Local Triggers

Global triggers receive signals from all events of the types designated in their upon statements, regardless of the location in a program of the entry call that generated the event. Local triggers receive signals from only those events that are generated by entry calls within the innermost scope that contains the trigger. Local triggers can thus be used to program "process-specific" triggering. For example, a local trigger can be used to log or send notifications for relation operations performed within a particular task, without having to filter out events related to operations performed by other tasks. Global triggers provide a complementary mechanism for the programming of "process-independent" triggering in that these triggers can track events arising from any program in the environment.

3.3 Predicate Units and Consistency

APPL/A predicate units and their related mechanisms represent one part of a two-part approach toward our design goals of explicit and flexible consistency management, including the accommodation of inconsistency. The second part is the consistency-management statements, which are presented in Section 3.4. A discussion of how predicates and consistency-management statements may be used together to manage consistency and accommodate inconsistency is found in Section 3.5.

An APPL/A predicate unit allows the specification of a condition on relations. Predicates can be explicitly invoked, like functions. Predicates can also be automatically enforced, like constraints, and the choice of whether or not to enforce a predicate can be made (and changed) dynamically. Predicates can thus be used to define and enforce consistent states for relations, and the ability to change the predicate enforcement allows the criteria for consistency to change dynamically. Because predicates apply to relations, and because relations are widely applicable in the representation of both software products and processes, predicates are likewise widely applicable in specifying and managing the consistency of software products and processes.

3.3.1 Predicate Syntax

A predicate unit is a named boolean expression over designated relations. The expression language includes existentially and universally quantified forms and conditional expressions. Three predicates are shown in Figure 3; these refer to a relation Source.Repository (described above) that stores source modules with the module name and author. The first predicate simply tests a property of the src (source code) attribute of Source.Repository, namely, that all source modules have a length not more than Max.Lines.
-- a predicate on a property of an attribute

predicate Source.Length.Within.Limits is
begin return
  every t in Source.Repository satisfies
    Length(t.src) <= Max.Length
end every;
End Source.Length.Within.Limits;

-- a predicate on referential integrity

mandatory predicate Compiled.Modules.in.Repository is
begin return
  every t1 in Source.Compilations satisfies
    some t2 in Source.Repository satisfies
      t1.name = t2.name
    end some
end every;
End Compiled.Modules.in.Repository;

-- a predicate on uniqueness of names

mandatory enforced predicate Name.Unique.in.Source.Repository is
begin return
  every t1 in Source.Repository satisfies
    no t2 in Source.Repository satisfies
      t1.name = t2.name
    end no
end every;
End Name.Unique.in.Source.Repository;

Figure 3: Two APPL/A Predicates

The next predicate tests the integrity of name references between relations Source.Compilations and Source.Repository. The third tests the uniqueness of names in Source.Repository. Keywords used in these examples are explained below.

Predicates that are declared with the reserved word mandatory define conditions (and potential constraints) that are global with respect to the relations to which they apply. They must be visible wherever the relations to which they refer are visible. (This creates, in effect, an implicit compilation dependency between those units and the predicates.) A predicate that is not declared mandatory is called “optional.” Optional predicates may be included along with the relations to which they apply but are not required. Optional predicates thus define conditions (and potential constraints) that may be only locally applicable within the scope of referenced relations. A mandatory predicate may also be declared enforced, which means it is always enforced by default, as explained below. Whether a predicate is
mandatory or optional affects not just its visibility but also the scope over which it is enforced.

3.3.2 Enforcement

An enforced predicate acts like a post-condition on relation operations. When a predicate is enforced during the execution of a program, no operation by that program on relations to which the predicate refers may terminate in violation of the predicate. Any operation resulting in a violation is undone and causes an exception to be raised. In this way an enforced predicate acts something like a constraint on the relations to which it applies.

A predicate may or may not be enforced by default. For mandatory predicates the default enforcement is initially “on”, while for optional predicates it is initially “off.” A predicate declared enforced is always enforced by default; the default enforcement of other predicates can be set (and modified) dynamically. (The consistency management statements, described below, provide a way to locally override the default enforcement of any predicate.)

Each mandatory predicate has one default enforcement for all programs in which it occurs; i.e., it is enforced by default in either all or none of those programs. In contrast, each optional predicate has a separate default enforcement in each program in which it appears; i.e., the predicate may be enforced in one program but not another. Note that the default enforcement of a predicate may be turned on in a state in which the predicate is not satisfied. This simply results in an inconsistency, which may be handled in any of the ways described in Section 3.5.

The above rules provide flexibility with respect to when and where consistency conditions are enforced. For example, consider a graph represented by two relations, one for nodes and their attributes, the other for edges (designated by pairs of nodes). Such a graph may be used to represent various software products, such as requirements specifications of the type supported by REBUS (Section 5.1). A mandatory enforced predicate might be used to assure the referential integrity between the edge and node relations, i.e., that every edge refers to nodes that occur in the node relation. This predicate would be, in effect, a global constraint. Its enforcement could not be turned off, and it could be violated only locally and temporarily within a transaction-like suspend or allow statement (see Section 3.4). This is appropriate for a condition that reflects the fundamental semantic integrity of the graph, one that may be required, for example, both by processes that construct the graph and by processes that may use it (e.g., analysis tools). A mandatory (but not enforced) predicate might express the condition that the graph is connected. As a mandatory predicate, this could be enforced as a global constraint, but the enforcement could be turned on and off over time according to the phase of development and the role or state of the graph. Finally, an optional predicate might be used to express the condition that the graph is acyclic. Depending on the semantics of the graph, this condition may be important only to certain analysis tools. The predicate may be enforced
within these tools but need not be imposed elsewhere. This allows other tools (such as graph-building tools) to operate free from the constraint (and from the need to check it), but it does allow those tools to violate the condition, which would create an inconsistency for the analysis tools. Thus, such predicates should only be used when there is a reasonable expectation that the condition will not be violated or that the exception that results from a violation can be handled.\footnote{Note that if it is truly important to protect the analysis tools from the violation of some condition then a mandatory enforced predicate should be used instead of an optional predicate.}

3.4 Transactions and Consistency-Management Statements

The consistency management statements in APPL/A are intended to provide the transaction-related capabilities that are needed in software-process programs. Consequently, they are defined in terms of the basic properties usually associated with transactions. These are serializability, atomicity, and consistency. Two concurrent transactions are \textit{serializable} if their combined result could have been obtained by executing them in some serial order. An \textit{atomic} transaction has an all-or-nothing effect; it produces a complete result if it succeeds and no result if it fails. Finally, a \textit{consistent} transaction is one that satisfies all implicit or explicit constraints on data.

APPL/A relation entry calls individually have properties like those of a one-step transaction. They are serial (because a relation may accept at most one call at a time), they must have an all-or-nothing effect on the state of the relation (which must be enforced by the relation implementation), and each must satisfy the predicates that are enforced on the relation (or the operation is undone).

APPL/A consistency-management statements support the programming of multi-step, transaction-like operations on relations. They are intended to support activities where concurrency control, atomicity, and consistency are important, for example, in a multi-developer requirements-specification process, or in coordinating design updates with concurrent coding of modules that are based on the designs. The statements provide various combinations of serializability, atomicity, and control over predicate enforcement. Serializability assures that concurrent consistency-management statements do not interfere with one another through their operations on shared relations. The APPL/A model of serializability presumes the locking of relations for reading or writing. Read locking allows concurrent access, while write locking provides exclusive access (thus imposing serial execution of the statements on write-locked relations). Atomicity implies a need for the ability to negate the (possibly incomplete) effects of a failed consistency-management statement. The APPL/A model of atomicity is based on logging, with undo in the event of failure. A consistency-management statement that is atomic in this sense is called \textit{recoverable}.\footnote{Because the serializability and atomicity of consistency-management statements apply only to operations on relations, it is possible for a consistency-management statement to exhibit non-serializable or non-atomic behavior with respect to other operations. While this is typical of many database programming languages, it must be recognized that a consistency-management statement that is to be strictly serializable or atomic should not operate on other data or perform I/O.}
In order to address our design goal of a flexible transaction model, the consistency-management statements are more flexible and general than conventional database transactions. A typical database transaction combines serializability, atomicity, and the temporary relaxation of constraints. The consistency-management statements instead provide various alternative combinations of these capabilities; the statements also offer a wider range of capabilities, for example, the ability not just to relax constraints but also to impose them. Thus the statements make it possible for a program to more precisely match the needs of a process where some but not all of the capabilities are required.

The APPL/A consistency-management statements can also be composed to create more elaborate transaction-related control structures. The statements can be nested (based on the nested transaction model of Moss [47]), and they can include concurrent tasks or triggers and subroutine calls; in effect, they may include any arbitrary APPL/A program. In this way the statements support the programming of process-specific "high-level" or "long-term" transactions, such as long-duration saga-like operations [22], workspaces with check-in and check-out, and cooperative-work applications (see Section 5.3). In combination with mechanisms associated with APPL/A predicates, they provide a flexible approach to managing consistency and accommodating inconsistency.

3.4.1 The Consistency-Management Statements

The APPL/A consistency-management statements are the serial, atomic, suspend, enforce, and allow statements. They are modeled after Ada block statements. Each statement also has additional syntax to designate either the relations to which it requires read or write access or the predicates for which it is locally suspending or imposing enforcement. The properties of the statements are summarized in Table 1. Brief descriptions and examples of the statements follow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Serializable</th>
<th>Atomic</th>
<th>Enforcement-Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspend</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>suspends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforce</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>enforces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>suspends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of Properties of Consistency-Management Statements

**Serial Statement** The serial statement provides serializable read or write access to relations designated in a "read-write" list. It does not provide atomicity and it does not affect predicate enforcement. The
serial statement thus enables concurrent processes to coordinate their access to relations without imposing the run-time burden of atomicity and while maintaining the enforcement of relevant predicates. An example is shown in Figure 4. During the execution of this statement, other users can read relation Source.Repository, but no concurrent process can access Source.Compilations. No special access is requested for relation Error.Log (not shown), but it can be written nevertheless, so long as that writing does not conflict with the access held by any other operation or statement.

```
copy_source:
  serial read Source.Repository; write Source.Compilations;
begin
    ... -- copy source modules from Source.Repository into Source.Compilations
exception
    ...; -- record problem in relation Error.Log
end serial copy_source;
```

Figure 4: An APPL/A Serial Statement

Atomic Statement The atomic statement provides both serializable and recoverable access to relations designated in a “read-write” list. Write operations on the designated relations are implicitly logged, and the propagation of an exception from the atomic statement causes rollback of those operations and propagation of the exception. The atomic statement thus provides a unit of work that is atomic with respect to completeness (where an exception is taken to signal a fatal incompleteness). The atomic statement does not affect predicate enforcement, so consistency is maintained within the statement. The atomic statement is serializable to prevent outside access to intermediate results that may be undone if the statement fails.

Suspend Statement The suspend statement provides a context in which the actual enforcement of designated predicates is temporarily and locally suspended. This allows composite updates to relations where the intermediate results may not preserve consistency but the final result does. The suspend statement implicitly provides serializable and recoverable write access to the relations to which the suspended predicates apply. Write operations on these relations are logged. Upon termination of the body of a suspend statement, all of the suspended predicates that are enforced in the surrounding scope must be satisfied; otherwise, the logged operations are automatically rolled back and an exception is raised. The suspend statement thus provides a unit of work that is all-or-nothing with respect to consistency (defined in terms of enforced predicates). The statement is serializable because its intermediate results are subject to undoing and may also be inconsistent. A suspend statement is shown in Figure 5.
... -- Predicate Source_Length_Within_Limits is enforced here
edit_source_modules:
suspend Source_Length_Within_Limit;
begin
... -- Edit modules in Source_Repository. Source_Length_Within_Limit
-- is not enforced here; other predicates are enforced
end suspend edit_source_modules;
-- Source_Length_Within_Limit must be satisfied at end of suspend
-- or operations on Source_Repository are undone

Figure 5: An APPL/A Suspend Statement

Enforce Statement  The enforce statement provides a context in which the actual enforcement of designated predicates is temporarily and locally imposed rather than suspended. It can be used to strengthen consistency requirements locally without affecting the consistency requirements of other processes. Any operation within the scope of the enforce statement that violates an enforced predicate is individually undone as it occurs. Consequently, there is no rollback for the statement as a whole. Because the enforce statement does not introduce the possibility of rollback, and because it does not weaken the consistency of data, the statement is not serializable.

Allow Statement  The allow statement, like the suspend statement, creates a context in which the enforcement of predicates is suspended. However, designated predicates that are violated upon entry to the allow statement may still be violated when the statement terminates. In other words, the allow statement allows an existing predicate violation to be perpetuated. The purpose of this is to enable the partial repair of predicates that are already violated while preventing the violation of additional predicates. Any operation that violates an enforced predicate that is not suspended is individually undone (with the raising of an exception); thus consistency with respect to these predicates is preserved within the statement. There is no rollback for the statement as a whole since that would preclude the possibility of partial repair. However, because the statement suspends the enforcement of violated predicates, it is serialized with respect to operations on the relations referenced by those predicates.

3.4.2 "Detached" Consistency-Management Statements

Most of the consistency-management statements preclude outside processes from accessing their intermediate results; for the recoverable statements, these results will never be available if the statement fails. While it is often important to exclude outside access to intermediate (and possibly transitory) results, there are circumstances under which it may be useful to provide access to such results on a selective basis. For exam-
ple, a design process may be treated as a long transaction from which intermediate results are exported to facilitate early prototyping by a coding process. Even if the overall design process fails, some of the designs produced may be reusable in later iterations of the process. Similarly, a process may record information about its execution history, control decisions, and so on. This information may most useful specifically if the process fails, for example, in analyzing, debugging, and redoing the process. To address this need, APPL/A includes the idea of a "detached" transaction. In APPL/A, any consistency-management statement or relation operation may be preceded by the keyword detached. A detached statement or operation is serializable and recoverable independently of any enclosing statement or operation. In these respects, it is as if the detached statement or operation were coded outside of the enclosing statement or operation. However, with respect to visibility, the usual rules associated with lexical nesting still apply. Thus a detached statement or operation can read data that are declared in an enclosing statement or operation, but the failure of the enclosing statement or operation does not imply the undoing of the detached statement as it would for ordinary nested statements or operations.

3.5 Managing Consistency and Accommodating Inconsistency

In accordance with our language design goals, the APPL/A consistency model is intended to support a rigorous yet flexible approach to the management of consistency. It is motivated by two ideas: that the criteria for consistency are evolving and relative, and that inconsistency must be accommodated as a normal condition.

The idea that criteria for consistency evolve and are relative is based on the recognition that different phases or activities in software development may require or support different kinds or degrees of consistency. For example, consider a requirements-specification process (like REBUS [67]) that uses a directed, acyclic graph to represent the functional requirements for a product. At first the requirements may be specified piecemeal, with different developers providing different subgraphs corresponding to different areas of the functional requirements; these initial subgraphs need not be connected or even acyclic. Later, the subgraphs may need to be connected to support analysis for cycles. After that, the graph may need to be connected and acyclic to support semantic analyses of the requirements. Finally, the graph may need to be connected, acyclic, and semantically consistent before it is released for use in developing a design. If problems in developing the design lead to refinements of the requirements specification, then the consistency of the requirements may subsequently need to be relaxed and reestablished. In these sorts of ways and others the criteria for consistency may depend on the phase of development or the particular activity being performed.

The idea that inconsistency should be accommodated as natural is based on the recognition that it is practically inescapable and that it may arise as a result of deliberate, unexceptional behavior [64, 4].

---

7 "Detached transactions" were originally called "separate transactions", which seems a better term, but "separate" was already used as a keyword in Ada.
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Inconsistency may arise for many reasons. Errors and failures may lead to inconsistency, e.g., when a repository is corrupted or a tool crashes (or just operates incorrectly). In these cases, it may be appropriate and adequate to treat resulting inconsistency as an exception. However, inconsistency may arise even when tools and systems operate correctly. When the criteria for consistency evolve, new conditions for consistency may be violated by existing data. When concurrent activities require or support different conditions for consistency, conflicts between them may also lead to inconsistencies. It has been pointed out that inconsistency may also result when constraints must be satisfied by the combined actions of independent, asynchronous tasks [4].

Rigor in the APPL/A consistency model is supported by the ability to explicitly state and enforce the conditions that define consistency. Rigor is also supported by the serializability and atomicity of the consistency-management statements, which assure that inconsistent or incomplete results are not available to outside processes. Flexibility in consistency management is provided through several mechanisms. These include the ability to define predicates with global or local scope and with mandatory or optional enforcement.\(^8\) Predicate enforcement can also be controlled dynamically through the enforced attribute, and the actual enforcement of any predicate may be locally and temporarily suspended or imposed using a consistency-management statement.

The APPL/A consistency model accommodates inconsistency by allowing it to occur as a consequence of the correct and normal behavior of programs and by admitting a variety of responses to inconsistency. Inconsistency may occur when a predicate is newly enforced under conditions in which it is not satisfied. Inconsistency may also occur when a predicate that is optionally enforced in one process is violated by another process (in which the predicate is not enforced). This reflects a situation in which concurrent processes have conflicting criteria for consistency.

The features that provide flexibility in consistency management also allow inconsistency to be tolerated and repaired. The enforcement of a violated predicate may be turned off (if the predicate is not mandatory), thus reestablishing consistency by weakening the consistency criteria. Alternatively, the data that violate an enforced predicate may be updated so that the predicate is satisfied, thus reestablishing consistency by “strengthening” the state of the data. A suspend or allow statement can be used to make complete or partial repairs, respectively, to data. When an optional predicate is violated, consistency may also be restored by a separate process in which the predicate is not enforced.

\(^8\)Note that, for purposes of enforcement, a predicate declared in an outer scope cannot be hidden by a predicate declared in an inner scope.
4 Status of the Language

A complete definition for APPL/A is found in [62]. It is presented in the style of the Ada manual, with a formal grammar, semantics defined in English, and small examples. Since this definition was completed we have identified many refinements that may be made in a subsequent version of the language.

An automatic translator, APT [26], is available for a subset of APPL/A. APT makes use of Arcadia language-processing technology. It works by preprocessing APPL/A code, supplemented with additional syntactic markers, into the internal representation for an equivalent Ada program. (This internal representation is an IRIS graph [3].) The internal representation is then converted to Ada source text, which can be compiled by standard Ada compilers. APT will translate specifications and bodies for relation and trigger units, including related constructs such as relation iterators, relation entry calls, and upon statements. The run-time system supports the full functionality of these units, including event signaling between separately executing programs. The implementation of the event signaling mechanism is based on Q [44], and is coded in part in APPL/A. APT will also translate predicate units, but automatic enforcement of predicates is not yet supported. APT will also parse the consistency-management statements, but they are not yet implemented. A detailed design has been developed, in APPL/A, for the runtime system necessary to support the functionality of predicate enforcement and the consistency-management statements, and plans have been made to extend the APPL/A implementation in these areas.

TARGeT is a tool for the automatic generation of relation bodies based on the Triton [28] object manager. However, APPL/A programs have made use of a variety of systems to provide the persistent storage required for relations. These systems include Pleiades [70], Cactis [30], and Ada direct I/O files. The language is designed so that no specific object-management system is required, and we have taken advantage of this flexibility in our programs.

5 Experience

We have made substantial use of APPL/A in programming software processes and other applications. This experience includes both "paper" studies and fully implemented, executable systems. The paper studies have been conducted in cases where we wished to test the expressivity of the full language (including the parts for which we do not yet have automated translation) or in cases where language or design issues could be explored without programming complete implementations. Examples of these kinds of studies include the APPL/A "solutions" to the process problems for the Sixth and Seventh International Software Process Workshops (described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3). The fully implemented systems represent process programs and tools that provide needed functionality or demonstrate results that can be achieved through operational processes and process programs. Examples of these sorts of systems include process programs...
and tools in the Arcadia demonstration environment and other experimental prototypes (described in Sections 5.1, 5.4, and 5.5).

Our use of APPL/A has enabled us to validate many language features, to identify limitations in others, to explore process-program design issues, and to investigate software processes. The lessons we have learned from this experience are summarized in the next section (Section 6). In this section we give an overview of some of our APPL/A programs, including the use of language constructs in various roles to support various approaches to software-process modeling and implementation.

5.1 REBUS

REBUS is a program to support the process of specifying software requirements. REBUS was our first non-trivial process program, and it has been developed through several different versions. Early versions of the program were instrumental in evaluating early versions of APPL/A. In its current version, REBUS is running as part of the Arcadia demonstration, and it has been complemented by the development (also in APPL/A) of a comparable design process (DEBUS). The main results of this work are described in [67].

The goal of REBUS is to support the development of a requirements-specification product. The requirements product is represented in a graphical structure corresponding to a functional decomposition of requirements elements. Each element has required and optional fields. Nodes and edges of the requirements graph are stored in relations (consistent with the mathematical definition of graphs in terms of sets of nodes and edges). Relations prove quite flexible for this purpose since tuples representing optional fields need to be stored only for the elements that need them; the number of edges associated with a node can be made dynamically variable in a similar way. Predicates have been used to define desired properties of individual elements (e.g., each node ID is unique, all required fields are specified) and of the overall graph (e.g., no cycles). Triggers have been used for various purposes, including the propagation of updates and deletions between relations (e.g., deletion of a node triggers deletion of its stored attribute values) and the recording of execution histories. The programmability of APPL/A relation implementations has been especially useful in the different versions of REBUS. These have made use of Ada direct I/O files, the Cactis semantic database [30], and finally of the Triton object-management system (which was developed, in part, for this purpose) [28]. REBUS does not direct developers in the specification of requirements but it exploits APPL/A consistency-maintenance features to guide, support, and help manage users. One example of this is a locking mechanism so that interference between developers can be avoided.

REBUS also provides one of the initial illustrations of the need for a flexible consistency model. Our intention was that a complete and consistent requirements graph would be connected and acyclic. However, it did not seem reasonable that these conditions should necessarily hold (or that we should have to check for and enforce them) during development. For example, an initial graph might be developed in several
pieces, perhaps by different developers. When the pieces were assembled, before the whole graph could be analyzed, cycles might occur. However, both of these conditions could be tolerated for an extended period during development. Thus it became apparent that we wanted constraints that could be enforced at different times in a process. It also became apparent that a constraint might be "turned on" in a state in which it was not satisfied, although that would not necessarily represent an error (e.g., if subsequent actions were to repair the inconsistency). This contributed to the motivation to tolerate inconsistency as a natural as well as an exceptional condition.

5.2 The ISPW6 Process

An APPL/A program was written for the process problem introduced for the Sixth International Software Process Workshop (ISPW6). This problem has been published in [42] and it has been addressed by numerous process researchers (e.g., [68, 41, 58]). Briefly, the process involves a unit change and test, and it comprises several managerial and engineering activities. The process is invoked in response to the modification of a requirement unit. It begins with a manager scheduling and assigning the various engineering tasks of the process. These include modification of the corresponding design unit, review of the modified design, modification of the corresponding code unit, modification of the test plan, modification of the unit test, and testing of the unit. During the execution of these activities the manager monitors their progress. The process description specifies various constraints on the process, such as a partial order on the execution of engineering tasks, the kinds of personnel responsible for each task, and conditions for task initiation and termination.

The APPL/A program for the ISPW6 process represents a partial implementation of the process; the program covers the whole process, but to varying levels of detail. The program has as its goal to demonstrate that APPL/A can be used to model the process, to implement the automatable parts of the process, and to automatically support the manual parts of the process. In doing this, the program addresses both process and product representation. All of the major constructs of the language are used in important roles.

APPL/A relations are used to store product data, e.g., latest and approved versions, and to represent relationships between different kinds of artifacts, e.g., the dependence of design units on requirements units. Relations are also used to store project and process data such as the members of the project team, the assignment of personnel to tasks, task start and completion dependencies, task start and finish schedules, task status (active and complete), and so on. APPL/A predicates specify a consistent state for the relations and could be enforced to assure that consistency holds. Predicates specify, for example, that each design unit depends on a valid requirement unit, that only project team members are assigned to tasks, that task start and finish times are consistent, and that the task schedule is consistent with specified task
dependencies.

Ada packages are used to group related relations, predicates, and control constructs. For example, package Software_Products includes product-related declarations, and package Change_Process_Data groups declarations related to the definition and management of roles and activities within the change process. Packages Change_Management_Tasks and Change_Engineering_Tasks define Ada tasks that represent the management and engineering activities, respectively, in the change-and-test process. Ada procedures are used to represent the overall process in which these tasks are invoked and to represent steps within these tasks.

APPL/A triggers are not used directly to model the process but are used internally within the program to automate task invocation and termination and assist with process monitoring. The triggers monitor relations that represent task status and task schedules. In response to updates in these relations the triggers perform such actions as invoking new tasks when a prerequisite task has finished and notifying the manager when the deadline for completion of a task has arrived.

APPL/A consistency management statements, specifically the serial, atomic, and suspend statements, are used within the program to assure the consistency and integrity of composite updates to one or more relations. For example, the manager must schedule the engineering tasks and assign the required personnel to them; this must be done at the beginning of the process and possibly redone during the process. It requires that several mutually constrained relations be updated together. The use of the statements allows consistency to be relaxed while the updates are being made but assures that their overall effect will be consistent. The statements also prevent outside access to the relations while the updates are being performed; for example, triggers on the scheduled relations will not be activated until the final composite changes to the schedule are committed.

The APPL/A program for ISPW6 exhibits several interesting properties; among these are the following.

- Reactive control: Although elements of the process are imperative, major activities in the process (the managerial and engineering tasks, some sub-steps of the managerial task, and the process itself) are initiated (or terminated) in response to signals, events (like the completion of a task or modification of an artifact), temporal conditions, and exceptions.

- Process-state reification: Aspects of the state of the executing process, e.g., whether tasks are complete or executing, and when tasks are scheduled to be executed, are reified in the form of data stored in relations. This means that the program actually provides two representations of the process (one in code, i.e., commands, and one in data). The reification of process state supports reflexive behavior in the process, i.e., the program can examine the state of the process and act accordingly.

- Incorporation of meta-activities: The managerial tasks of the process represent meta-activities in that
the role of the managerial tasks is to control and monitor other tasks in the process. The APPL/A program for the ISPW6 problem thus represents not only the basic process of changing and testing a unit but also the meta-process of controlling and monitoring the basic process.

These same properties have shown up in many of our other process programs, and the ability to support them seems essential for a process-programming language.

5.3 ISPW7 Extensions to the ISPW6 Process

At the Seventh International Workshop on the Software Process (ISPW7) four extensions and variations on the ISPW6 process were introduced [27]. The APPL/A solutions for these are reported in [63]. Here we focus on the teamwork problem of coordination and communication among a team of developers, specifically, multiple programmers coding multiple inter-dependent modules.

The APPL/A program for this problem [63] represents modification of multiple code modules in parallel. It allows the number of modules (and, hence, of parallel activities) and also the specific inter-module dependencies to be determined and modified at run-time. Module-coding activities are represented by Ada tasks that are allocated dynamically as needed. Allocation is done by a trigger in response to changes in module status (e.g., a module being flagged incomplete or outdated). Relations are used to represent inter-module coding and compilation dependencies; enforced predicates (and corresponding organization of the control structure) assure that dependencies are observed by the process. The program allows merging of effort in the case of related modules, where any module may need to be adapted to accommodate any other module. Communication may be regularly scheduled or irregular and dynamically-determined. Coordination is supported by the sending of messages between process participants and by the sharing of relations that store products, data about the products and process, and comments provided by the participants. The consistency management statements are used to provide serializable, consistent, and atomic access to these relations by the concurrent tasks.

5.4 Management Process

MANLOBBI is an executable prototype process-program that has been developed to provide ISPW6-like management capabilities for the Arcadia demonstration environment. The program allows a manager to schedule and assign tasks, to set the level of enforcement of scheduling and assignment constraints, and to review and update the status of development activities. An important aspect of the design of this program is support for the reification of process and program state and the use of this reified state for a variety of purposes.

The program is designed so that the main activities in the management process are represented directly
by the main control units of the management-process program. In other words, the high-level control architecture of the program reflects the control architecture of the process. This need not be true in all process programs [65], but it allows program state to serve as a surrogate for process state. The correspondence is maintained for three levels of abstraction: the main process and two levels of subtasks. (Below that, the activities tend to be too low-level or too generic to be very interesting from a process standpoint, e.g., I/O routines. Correspondingly, a non-hierarchical architecture becomes more appropriate for the program, even though it does not reflect process structure, because it allows the sharing of lower-level units and shortens and simplifies the program.)

The state of the program (representing also the state of the process) is reified in constrained relations. These relations record whether given parts of the process are active or complete. The procedures in the program that correspond to process steps are coded so that they update their status as they execute. When a procedure is entered, it sets its corresponding status to “active” and “incomplete.” When a procedure is exited, it sets its corresponding status to “inactive” and to “complete” or “incomplete” according to whether the activity represented was finished. Predicates on the status relations specify, for example, that no first-level subtask can be complete unless all of its subtasks are complete, or that a later task cannot be active or complete before an earlier task is complete. The control flow in the program is designed to assure that these conditions are not violated under normal program execution, thus assuring that the process satisfies the same conditions.

In the APPL/A program for ISPW6, the reified process state was used for purposes of reflexive control. In the management process program, it serves this purpose and several others. Control is based on process state not only within a single program execution but also between program executions. The program is designed to be executed intermittently during the execution of the process, i.e., invoked and terminated multiple times at arbitrary points within the process. Whenever the program is invoked, it begins by assessing the state of the process as maintained persistently in the task-status relations. It then resumes executing at a point corresponding to the point in the process at which it left off. The ability to execute a process program intermittently like this is one approach to the support of long-term software processes.

**MANLOBBI** is the focus for a set of prototype process-engineering tools that are also programmed in APPL/A. **MANVISUALIZER** is a process visualization tool that monitors the status of tasks within MANLOBBI and displays that status for the manager. The manager can see which tasks are active, which have been completed, and which remain to be done. **MANLOGGER** is a logging tool that monitors and logs updates to the status of tasks within MANLOBBI. This log provides an execution trace of the process that can be used for such as purposes process discovery, measurement, and validation. The RASTA_MON is

---

9We recognize that there are other kinds of status that may be associated with a software process and process program. However, these are sufficient for purposes of this program, and they illustrate the relevant language features and their use in supporting this sort of process-program architecture.
a run-time anomaly spotting, tracking, and analysis monitor. This tool monitors updates to the process log and signals unusual or anomalous conditions in the execution sequence. These conditions include, for example, the restart of a task that has been declared complete, or the marking of a task complete when it has never been executed. SPLAT, a simple process-log analysis tool, provides some summary statistics for the process based on its execution log, including the number of times that each task and subtask in the process is executed, completed, and restarted. These tools depend heavily on shared relations and inter-process triggers. They demonstrate the utility of language features for supporting process-engineering applications.

5.5 Other Programs

APPL/A has been used to represent a variety of other software processes, process fragments, and tools. In the Arcadia demonstration system, APPL/A has been used not only in REBUS and DEBUS but also in several tools, including the Process Viewer, Project Control Panel, and Artifact Connection Viewer. An example of changes related to a code-and-compile process is presented in [66]. This addresses product change-management within a program. It also illustrates the modification of the program to introduce simple and more complex changes in the process, and it shows the use of another process program to facilitate the transition between different versions of the code-and-compile program. An early version of APPL/A was also used to code DataFlow<<Relay, which integrates dataflow and fault-based testing and analysis [55].

6 Analysis and Evaluation

This section addresses various aspects of APPL/A for the purpose of understanding how, and how well, it works to achieve its design goals and to facilitate process programming. The issues identified and lessons learned relate both to APPL/A in particular and to process-programming languages in general.

6.1 Coverage of Design Goals

As discussed in Section 2, APPL/A must be judged, in part, by the extent to which it addresses its design goals. APPL/A succeeds in defining significant support for all of the capabilities required by these goals. However, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between language features and design goals. Here we identify the specific features of the language that address each of the goals:

- **Executability**: Derived from Ada (and the translation of APPL/A, which is largely into Ada).
• Basic control and data definition capabilities: Provided by Ada; APPL/A extensions to Ada are mostly related to other goals as described below.

• Abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity: Ada supports these, e.g., with separate specifications and bodies for packages and tasks. APPL/A draws on the Ada model for this in providing relations and triggers that have specifications and bodies analogous to those of Ada packages and tasks.

• Representation of relationships: APPL/A defines relations and tuples especially for this purpose. Derived attributes of relations are intended specifically for the representation of derivation relationships.

• Derived data: This is supported most specifically by the derived attributes of relations. Triggers can also be used, as a special case, to automatically derive data in response to updates to relations.

• Data persistence and sharing: Relations are persistent and shared.

• Programmability of implementations: The Ada-style separation of specifications and bodies allows implementations to be programmed for several kinds of constructs; APPL/A takes particular advantage of this in the programmability of relation implementations.

• Concurrent and reactive control: Concurrency is provided through Ada tasks and APPL/A triggers and relations. Triggers also provide reactive control.

• Explicit, flexible, and dynamic consistency management: APPL/A predicates provide for the explicit representation of enforcible conditions on relations. Flexibility and dynamism in consistency management are supported through the ability to turn the default enforcement of predicates on and off and by the ability of consistency-management statements to locally and temporarily control the actual enforcement of predicates.

• Flexible transaction management: This is provided by the consistency management statements, which individually offer a range of features related to serializability, atomicity, and predicate enforcement, and which can be nested and otherwise composed with other APPL/A and Ada control constructs. In combination with mechanisms associated with predicates, the consistency management statements provide considerable support for the accommodation of inconsistency.

APPL/A must also be judged by the degree to which the capabilities provided support effective process programs. As shown by the examples in Section 5, we have found that the language generally facilitates the implementation of process programs that effectively support the characteristics of software processes. More detailed evaluations of particular features of APPL/A in this regard are presented below.
6.2 Data Model

The use of relations has proven one of the more controversial aspects of APPL/A. It was not a goal of APPL/A research to develop a comprehensive data model for software products or processes. Rather, we believed that an enhanced relational data model would be particularly useful for representing software products and their interrelationships, and we sought to test this hypothesis. Relations also gave us the necessary basis for experimentation with other aspects of the language that relate to data, such as persistence, transactions, and triggers.

In our experience relations have indeed proven useful for representing software products and their interrelationships. As discussed in Section 5, they have also proven useful for representing aspects of software processes and projects. The usefulness of relations for our purposes derives from several properties of the data model. One is that relations and tuples are semantically neutral, i.e., no particular data-modeling semantics are ascribed to them. This affords flexibility in implementations because relations and tuples can be used in any of a variety of modeling roles, and they can be manipulated in a uniform manner regardless of their role. Another factor is that relations provide great flexibility in the representation of application objects. Query capabilities enable different views of objects to be obtained on an application-specific basis, and schemas are readily extensible because new attributes and relationships can be added for an object by adding new relations, i.e., without disturbing existing relations (or the applications that use them). Effective schema management and meta-data support are needed, however, to assure that systems composed of large numbers of relations and alternative views are kept consistent and understandable.

Our relational data model resembles the conventional relational data model [11] in that it is value-based. More specifically, data are passed into (and out from) relations by value rather than by reference. The alternative would have been a more object-based approach, where we take “object” to mean an entity (particularly, a data entity) that is accessed by reference. A value-based approach was taken for two reasons (despite our earlier work using an object-based data model [29]). One reason was that we wanted to conform to the Ada type model, so we did not introduce any stronger notions of object than are already present in Ada. In retrospect, this reason does not seem very important. The other reason was to avoid problems associated with the accessibility of objects via references. Object accessibility has serious complications for data modeling (discussed here) and also for triggering and consistency management (Sections 6.5 and 6.6, respectively).

Object accessibility via references is a problem for data modeling because it admits violations of abstraction. Abstraction is a generally important data-modeling principle and is a goal for APPL/A in particular with respect to relations. To see the problem, consider a reference-based object model in which instances of abstract data types (ADTs) are objects that are accessed via reference and that may contain other objects. If an object can be accessed via any reference to it, then the object can be modified regardless
of whether it is contained in another object. For example, suppose object A is a stack, object B is a stack element, and B has been pushed onto A. Any holder of a reference to B can modify the state of B without performing any operation on A. However, such an operation on B also indirectly modifies the state of A, even though no operation is performed on A. Thus, the availability of references into the state of an ADT instance breaks the encapsulation of that state and effectively allows the access discipline of the ADT to be violated.

The problems that object accessibility causes for data abstraction in and of themselves were a significant concern for the choice of a data model for APPL/A. The further problems caused for triggering and predicate enforcement ultimately motivated our choice of a value-based data model. Our data model does not rely on the use of references that can lead directly into the state of objects of abstract types (specifically, relations). Rather, it provides for the manipulation of relation state only through operations in the relation interface, thus preserving the encapsulation of state and maintaining the desired access discipline.

6.3 Data Persistence

Support for persistent data has been essential for the representation of both software products (which was anticipated) and software processes (which was not). The particular persistence model used in APPL/A is based on the idea that all relations should be persistent so long as they are accessible. This model is admittedly simplistic, e.g., it does not allow for transient relations or for persistence to be determined dynamically. However, the model was chosen because it is simple and it was expected to be appropriate for most of our applications. In practice the model has served fairly well, but we have encountered a few cases in which transient relations would be useful. (For example, in the APPL/A solution for the ISPW7 resource-management problem [63], a local relation is used to store the values that represent keys for turning enforcement on or off. These keys are only needed within a single program execution. However, for reasons having nothing to do with persistence, relations still are an appropriate data structure for storing these values. That is because each capability must be related to a predicate, and it is helpful to be able to query the relation to obtain the key for a predicate.) Future enhancements of the persistence model should at least include provisions for transient relations, i.e., relations with lifetimes bound to those of the scopes in which they occur (and for completeness probably also "static" relations, i.e., relations with lifetimes bound to those of the program executions in which they occur). We have not had a need for a more elaborate persistence model.

6.4 Data Sharing

APPL/A requires that multiple programs have the ability to share data stored in a relation. Any program that includes the interface to a relation must be able to access the data in the relation, as if the program
were one of (possibly) many operating on a common database. The relation implementation is required to support this sharing. However, relation interfaces are program library units, and the ability of a program to include them is governed by the visibility rules of the library system. In this way the space of shared relations can be structured, albeit by means outside of the scope of the language. The APPL/A model of data sharing thus has aspects related to both database and programming language systems.

The ability to share data between programs has proven essential, not just in support of concurrent engineering activities, but also for managerial oversight, process visualization and logging, process modification and repair, and intermittent (long-term) execution. Our model of data sharing is simple but general, and it has proven adequate for all of these purposes. Note that coordination of access to shared data is addressed by means of transaction-related capabilities (the consistency management statements in APPL/A). We have not addressed access control.

6.5 Triggers

APPL/A triggers are intended to address our language-design goal for reactive control, and they have proven very useful in this regard. Although triggers respond only to operations on relations, they otherwise serve as general-purpose control constructs. We have used them, for example, for monitoring product and process state, allocating tasks and sending notifications, and in support of process visualization. Their usefulness derives from the fact that they are reactive and concurrent. They enable actions to be taken when events or conditions dictate (e.g., logging product changes and modifying process displays as the data they represent are updated). They also facilitate the modular design of process programs by allowing actions that are logically separate from those of the main thread of control to be represented in a separate thread of control.

For syntactic and semantic uniformity, the APPL/A upon statement was modeled after the Ada accept statement. This entails synchronization between the relation and the trigger when a monitored event occurs. A consequence of this is that a trigger cannot directly call back to a relation from which it receives signals without incurring deadlock.\textsuperscript{10} However, our experience suggests that it is sometimes useful for a trigger to call back to a relation to which it is responding (e.g., as when one update to a relation entails further updates for the maintenance of consistency). Thus the trigger model should be revised to allow triggers to respond asynchronously to relation events.

Triggers in APPL/A are event-based, that is, they respond to events associated with operations on relations. However, in the value-based data model used in APPL/A, all changes to the state of a relation must be made through operations defined in the relation interface. APPL/A triggers can therefore effec-

\textsuperscript{10} Deadlock occurs because the trigger is suspended while its call is being accepted by the relation, and the relation is suspended while the signal for the acceptance of the call is propagated to the trigger.
tively track changes to relation state, and thus they can be used to achieve state-based triggering with respect to relations.

6.6 Predicates

As discussed in Section 2, and as shown in Section 5, consistency issues are often a primary consideration in our process programs. They affect the management of both software products and processes. Consequently, the incorporation of enforceable predicates into APPL/A has proven very useful. The ability to state consistency conditions explicitly facilitates program understanding, verification, maintenance, and reuse. This ability is also useful in process-program development. Our typical practice has been to design the relations and their constraints first, then to consider how the imperative constructs of the language may be used to achieve the goals of the process while satisfying the constraints. This separates the definition of consistent states within a process from issues of how the desired transitions between those states are to be achieved. Thus, the ability to express constraints has an important effect on process-program design style, which in particular leads to greater assurance that desired conditions will be satisfied.

The enforcibility of predicates is facilitated by the use of a value-based data model. Predicates must explicitly name the relations to which they apply; thus the predicates that apply to a relation are obvious, both to the programmer (or to analysis tools) and to the enforcement mechanism in the runtime system. Additionally, the data in a relation are accessible only through the abstract interface of the relation. Thus it is also obvious when a predicate should be checked, since it may only be violated by operations on the relations that it names.\(^{11}\)

6.7 Transaction Model

Because our applications make use of persistent, shared data, some support for transactions is essential. The APPL/A transaction model has proven generally useful. Most use has been made of the serial, suspend, and atomic statements, often individually. Typical examples are found in the APPL/A program for ISPW6. The procedure to notify personnel affected by task schedules and assignments only needs to serializably read the relations in which the relevant data are stored. Atomicity is irrelevant, and there is no need for special consistency control. The Ada task that represents the managerial activity “monitor progress” includes atomic statements for composite updates to task status. Atomicity assures that either all or none of the updates are seen by the rest of the program (which is important in the

\(^{11}\)With the current implementation, this is strictly true only for predicates that only reference relations. In general, a predicate cannot be violated by an operation on any relation to which it does not refer because updates to relations can be tracked and checked. However, updates to other data are not now monitoed by the run-time system. Thus, if a predicate refers to some other data, then changes to those data may cause the predicate to be violated without alerting the enforcement mechanism.
control of dependent triggered activities), but again there is no need for special consistency control during the updates. The suspend statement by itself is also useful. For example, designs and related information about their versions are mutually constrained; when a new design is installed, the version information must also be updated also to maintain consistency. The suspend statement allows both the designs and version data to be updated together while the constraints on them are temporarily suspended. Examples such as these support our hypothesis that transaction-related capabilities such as concurrency control, atomicity, and control over predicate enforcement, are often useful independently or in various simple combinations. The enforce and allow statements have received less use. They are designed, though, for somewhat more specialized circumstances than the other statements (for example, see [66]). These circumstances have not been common in the particular process programs we have undertaken, but we continue to believe that such cases are important and should be supported.

The APPL/A program for the ISPW7 "teamwork" problem (described in Section 5.3 relies on APPL/A constructs to implement complex transactions that are customized to fairly elaborate, process-specific requirements. In separate, smaller exercises intended to test the flexibility and generality of the consistency-management statements, we have been able to use the statements to represent nested transactions (in which the commit of a child transaction is dependent on commit of the parent transaction, but not vice versa) [47], hierarchical transactions (in which the commit of a parent transaction is dependent on the commit of its children) [5], split transactions (in which the results of a single initial transaction are split and committed or aborted independently) [53], join transactions (in which the results of two separate initial transactions are committed or aborted together) [53], repositories with check-in and check-out, and other forms of transaction. We believe that such examples validate the viability of our approach to the programming of high-level transactions using compositions of simpler constructs. Some additional discussion of the APPL/A transaction model with respect to heterogeneous transactions (i.e., coordination of APPL/A transactions with other transactions) is presented in [70].

6.8 Accommodation of Inconsistency

The ability to accommodate inconsistency is supported by capabilities associated with both predicates and consistency management statements. The availability of these dual mechanisms is especially helpful since they have complementary aspects. The statements afford a consistency-control mechanism that is syntactically structured, definite in extent, and local to a program, while the predicate attributes offer a mechanism that is syntactically unstructured, indefinite in extent, and global (applying to all programs). The attribute-related mechanisms are thus well suited to long-term control of consistency enforcement and to adjustments of the default enforcement in response to exceptional inconsistencies. The statements provide a means for individual programs to adapt the enforcement regime, allowing local and temporary
inconsistencies when data are otherwise consistent, or enabling work to be accomplished when data are otherwise inconsistent.

In our experience, the accommodation of inconsistency has been most important in the context of process change, when process or product data must be adopted and possibly adapted between different versions of a process (or different processes). Other sources of inconsistency have not usually been a problem for us, for a variety of reasons. First, since we are able to explicitly define consistent states for data (using predicates), we are generally able to design our programs so that they do not violate those predicates in normal execution. Consequently, inconsistency is seldom inherent in our individual processes. Second, we usually have substantial control over the execution environment of our programs; this has allowed us to exclude “outside” access to our data stores or other resources that might interfere with our programs and create inconsistencies. Finally, we have not developed many processes that have conflicting consistency requirements. Thus, where our processes share data, they usually also share common conditions for consistency of those data. The conditions that allow us to avoid inconsistency may occur in many other contexts, but we do not believe that they can be assured in general. Thus, we expect that inconsistency from various sources will be more typical than our experience suggests.

6.9 Interactions of Language Features

As noted in Section 2.3, part of the challenge of defining APPL/A was expected to be the integration of a wide range of different kinds of capabilities. This indeed was the case. A comprehensive discussion of the interactions of features in the language is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we give a few examples here to indicate the scope and significance of integration issues.

One problem that has already been mentioned is that of enforcing predicates on objects that contain other objects that can be referenced directly (see Sections 6.6 and 6.2). This issue also affects triggering (Section 6.5).

Another problem was the combination of triggers and transactions, specifically, what to do about the propagation of event signals from events occurring within transactions. If events are propagated immediately, triggers outside of the transaction may take actions based on results that are subsequently undone. Rather than allow this, or entirely preclude triggering off of events within transactions, we decided to hold up the propagation of signals from events within a transaction until the transaction had committed. This means that some triggers cannot synchronously respond to some events (a limitation on their desired functionality), but it does allow at least delayed triggering on events within transactions while avoiding triggering on “phantom” events (i.e., events that are subsequently undone).

Yet another interaction arose from the desire to make access to persistent data orthogonal to the use of transactions. Transactions need not be used for operations on APPL/A relations; however, issues such as
consistency, recovery, and serializability remain relevant to relations. These concerns are usually supported through a transaction model. In order to free the use of relations from transactions, it was necessary to also associate these properties directly with relation operations.

6.10 Focus On Relations

Relations were made the focus of other new features in APPL/A because we believed that relations were an especially important kind of data structure for software processes and products and that focusing on relations would allow us to explore other issues (such as transactions and consistency management) in detail. As a research strategy these enabled us to uncover and address a number of issues in language design (e.g., the interactions of triggers and transactions), and, as the experience described in Section 5 indicates, the resulting language has proven usable and useful. The language is clearly unsatisfying, however, from the standpoint of type completeness. While type completeness was not one of our original goals, there would seem to be no a priori reason that the special features in the language (such as persistence and constraints) should not be extended to types other than relations. Our experience suggests that many such extensions are conceptually feasible, as has been demonstrated by the Pleiades system [70]. However, we would also be surprised if all such extensions were without consequences (e.g., as with the previously discussed issues of triggering and consistency management over objects).

6.11 Language-Based Process Support

An implicit premise of APPL/A is that software processes should be supported by capabilities provided to process programs through the process-programming language. However, many of the capabilities provided by APPL/A are also offered in some form as language-independent services (e.g., persistent storage, and "event management" [54, 72]). This raises the possibility that software processes might instead be supported in environments where conventional programming languages are supplemented with such external services. This can be an attractive prospect where an existing language must be used without modification [74]. Moreover, the language-based approach, in which needed capabilities are embedded in the language, has as a disadvantage that those capabilities may not be readily accessible to programs written in other languages. The advantage, though, is that the capabilities may be more closely integrated with other features of the language. The need to more closely integrate data types and transaction control into application-development languages was the main motivation for the development of persistent programming languages [2]. This rationale also motivated the development of APPL/A as a persistent programming language. APPL/A includes many other examples of interactions between features where there is a corresponding need for integration, such as between transactions and triggers and between triggers and relations. Because of the number of features provided by APPL/A, and the complexity of their
interactions, the ability to integrate semantics and functionality has been critical to substantially satisfying a broad range of language-design goals.

7 Related Work

In this section we discuss work that is related to APPL/A, focusing primarily on languages and environments that are intended for the representation of software processes. We first give a broad categorization of process representation languages in order to place APPL/A in context within this diverse field. We then make more detailed comparisons to the languages to which APPL/A is most closely related.

7.1 Overview of Process Representation Languages

Process representation languages can be categorized roughly by the kind of process support they provide and the ways in which they provide it. Fernström [20] has suggested four categories of this sort: loosely coupled enactment, active process support, process enforcement, and process automation. Although the last two of these can be distinguished, our experience suggests that they are often combined in practice. We further recognize two additional categories: process modeling or simulation, and process implementation.

APPL/A, of course, is intended for process implementation. It is a more-or-less stand-alone programming language in which many aspects of executable process implementations may be programmed. Depending on process and process-program requirements, APPL/A programs may support any of the purposes indicated above. We have emphasized process support, enforcement, and automation, while at the same time attempting to address modeling.

At the other end of the spectrum from implementation languages are modeling and simulation languages that represent software processes primarily for purposes such as description and analysis. They typically do not, in and of themselves, support process execution. Examples of such languages include STATEMATE [24], MVP-L (multi-view process modeling language) [57, 56], LOTOS (language of temporal ordering specification) [58], and the Articulator [46]. Related to modeling and simulation is loosely coupled enactment. In this approach, a process model is used to guide participants through the process, but the process is executed or implemented separately from the system that supports the model. Coordination between actual development and the process model must be maintained manually, whereas coordination can be maintained automatically for languages that provide process support or implementation. None of the process languages reviewed here are intended for this purpose, although various stand-alone management tools (e.g., PERT charts) could be used in this way.

Systems that afford active process support provide access to development tools and data; they may also facilitate information flow, monitor process activities, and provide guidance to process participants.
Process WEAVER is one system that provides active process support [20]. Another is the process description language PDL [33] (based on context-free grammars) and its environment Hakoniwa [32]. A stronger level of process support is provided by languages and environments that enforce and automate software processes. These systems provide for a high degree of process control while still relying on external tools and infrastructure. These process-support systems are able to prescribe or proscribe development activities and to automate the machine-executable parts of a process. Examples of such systems include MELMAC [17] and SLANG [6], both of which are based on extended Petri-net models. Oikos [1] and Interact/Intermediate [50] may also be placed in this category. APPL/A programs may be written to provide active process support or process enforcement and automation. We have emphasized the latter, but requirements of the process and process program should determine the approach used. APPL/A is intended to allow access to outside programs and tools but also to support more complete implementations than are most of the languages in these groups.

Several languages and systems offer various kinds of support for full-scale process implementation. Some members of this category, like APPL/A, represent programming languages that can be used to code detailed process implementations. Others provide languages in combination with environments that may include such supporting systems as object management, version control, or configuration management. Other implementation languages and systems include HFSP, a hierarchical, functional language for programming software processes [39, 69], Merlin [52], a rule-based process-centered software environment, EPOS [15], a process environment supporting the reflexive, object-oriented process-modeling language SPELL [14], MARVEL [37, 35, 36], which supports the rule-based MARVEL Strategy Language and related object-management capabilities, and Adele-2 [7, 8], based on a central database with long transactions and triggers. AP5 [12, 13] is a system developed to support executable software specifications that has also been applied with some success to software process implementation [23].

A few points can be made about the spectrum of process-representation languages generally. They include a variety of computational models. The languages used for implementation tend to be some form of computationally-complete programming language (as APPL/A is based on Ada). Other languages are based on computational models, such as state-transition nets or grammars, that are computationally less powerful. However, these are usually enhanced in various respects and allow escape to external programs.

Kaiser and others [38] have proposed a classification of process languages based on the "level" of process that they are best able to support. "Global" languages facilitate the specification of the overall control flow and synchronization of a process, while "local" languages facilitate the expression of constraints on the invocation of individual tools or of operations on particular objects. HFSP is given as an example of a language that supports both levels of specification. They also state that the same can arguably be said of APPL/A. We believe that APPL/A does indeed support both levels of specification, although how apparent each of these may be depends on the way in which programs are designed and coded. More
generally, the examples and criteria presented in [38] suggest that modeling and net-based languages tend to fall into the “global” category, while languages based on rules, triggers, or constraints tend to fall into the “local” category.

The implementation languages, including APPL/A, are primarily textual, as are many of the other languages. Graphical formalisms have been used for several purposes other than implementation. The distinction between graphical and textual languages can be blurred, though, by the use of graphical editors and visualization tools for textual languages and by underlying textual representations for graphical languages (compare, for example, Merlin, Oikos, and Process WEAVER).

7.2 Comparison with Implementation Languages

APPL/A is probably most comparable to HFSP in terms of approach in that both are language-oriented. APPL/A is more loosely coupled with the underlying environment than are the languages associated with Adele-2, EPOS, MARVEL, and Merlin. As an Ada-based language it has a very different sort of execution model and environment than AP5, which is based on Common Lisp. Below we compare some of the specific aspects of APPL/A with those in other languages. Some additional comparisons are made in Section 6.

APPL/A has an imperative control paradigm, supplemented with proactive and reactive concurrency, transactions, and exceptions. HFSP is centered on a functional control paradigm but also with concurrency, and Adele-2 relies heavily on triggers. Most of the other languages in this group are primarily rule-based. Many of the implementation languages are effectively multi-paradigm to some extent. However, our experience suggests that the balance of different kinds of control in APPL/A programs may be both more even or more variable than it is in many other languages. For example, rule-based (and trigger-based) languages typically include an imperative or procedural element; however, the rules or triggers are usually used to drive procedural or imperative components. In contrast, the control in an APPL/A program may be fairly evenly distributed over different kinds of components (as it is among subprograms, tasks, and triggers in the APPL/A program for ISPW6), or control may be vested in one or two kinds of components (as procedures alone might be sufficient for a linearly structured activity).

Meta-operations are an important part of several process implementation languages and systems. HFSP includes operations to create, destroy, suspend, and resume processes and to send and receive messages between processes. APPL/A defines no explicit operations for these purposes. Instead, we have relied on operating-system support for operations on executing programs and on Ada for operations on tasks within programs. The latter include operations to create and destroy tasks, while task entry calls provide inter-task communication. As a matter of practice, we have relied on entry calls to implement suspend and resume operations and also destroy operations in those cases where a task must perform some actions before it terminates. In SLANG and EPOS, meta-behavior is supported through a type
hierarchy that represents process operations including operations that may modify process definitions. Merlin, Marvel, and AP5 also allow the representation of control elements that may affect other control elements. Process-state reification offers an alternative approach to meta-operations for purposes of process control since the "ordinary" operations of a language may support the representation of process state and be used to control a program and process accordingly.

In contrast with several of the process implementation languages, APPL/A triggers do not play a specialized role with respect to control. In particular, APPL/A does not differentiate between triggers that are used for maintaining consistency and triggers that are used to automate other activities. Such a distinction is made, for example, in AP5 [12, 13] and MARVEL [37, 35, 36], which have consistency rules (to repair constraint violations) and automation rules (for general processing). Adele-2 [7] distinguishes different kinds of triggers that can be used like consistency and automation rules. APPL/A triggers, although of a single kind, may be used for either purpose, as may the other control constructs in the language. Adele-2 [8], like APPL/A, also distinguishes types of triggers called global and local. However, in Adele-2 the distinction relates to whether the affected data are visible in the environment of the trigger, whereas in APPL/A the distinction relates to whether the triggering operation is within the scope in which the trigger is defined.

The issue of consistency versus automation triggers relates to the question of how triggers interact with transactions, especially with respect to rollback. Consistency rules typically are performed as part of transactions with which they are associated, i.e., the rules are invoked within a transaction to repair consistency violations caused by the transaction, and the results of the rules are committed (or aborted) if and only if the transaction is committed (or aborted). Automation rules typically are based on the committed results of a transaction and entail the execution of a new transaction. A similar situation applies in Adele-2 to pre- and post-triggers (which are part of a transaction) and after- and abort-triggers (which represent new transactions). HiPAC [45] provides classes of rules that allow triggered actions to be performed as a part of a given transaction, as a subtransaction of a given transaction, or as a separate top-level transaction. In APPL/A these effects can be achieved syntactically (by nesting triggers and CM statements) and by the use of detached operations and CM statements.

The APPL/A transaction model is unique with respect to those of other process implementation languages (and the process languages generally). As noted in Section 2.2, conventional database transactions (flat, atomic, serializable) are widely regarded as inadequate for software engineering applications. The APPL/A transaction model overcomes this limitation by providing a group of relatively simple statements that can be combined in various ways to create alternative forms of high-level transaction according to process-specific requirements. Some process implementation languages and systems (e.g., EPOS and Adele-2) support particular forms of long-term transactions based on local workspaces with check in/check-out. Marvel supports alternative concurrency-control policies which are implemented through a central con-
currency controller rather than by application-specific programming. AP5 and Pleiades [70], which have comparable kinds of features to APPL/A but which are intended for other purposes, both have relatively conventional, flat transaction models.

The toleration of inconsistency has also been advocated by Balzer [4]. His approach, in the context of AP5, is to provide automated guards to flag data that violate consistency conditions. These guards can be tested by applications that depend on the satisfaction of the conditions. In APPL/A, no guards are set to flag predicates that are violated, although predicates themselves can be tested. On the other hand, in APPL/A the enforcement of predicates is automatic, and applications that require consistency are protected against inconsistency regardless of whether they explicitly test for it. Pleiades has adopted a model of optionally enforcible predicates that is based on that in APPL/A.

8 Summary and Conclusion

APPL/A is a prototype software-process programming language. It is intended to define control and data models appropriate for process programming, investigate the feasibility of integrating these models, confirm hypothesized requirements on process-programming languages, and provide a vehicle for experiments in process programming. APPL/A makes four main kinds of extensions to Ada: shared persistent relations, concurrent, reactive triggers, optionally enforcible predicates, and five transaction-like composite statements. The predicate and transaction models are particularly distinctive, and they provide the additional ability to accommodate inconsistency.

The constructs provided by APPL/A have enabled us to program a wide variety of kinds of software process. These include engineering-oriented development tasks as well as managerial processes. We have also used APPL/A to program a variety of other tools and parts of the APPL/A runtime system. APPL/A has further enabled us to address many different characteristics of software processes and to explore various aspects of process programming. These include such things as process, product, and project management, long-term and intermittent activities, cooperative work, the integration of manual and automated tasks, program design for process visualization, monitoring, and measurement, approaches to process change, the utility of process-state reification, and the importance of requirements, design, and other phases of the process-software life-cycle.

Our reliance on the new constructs in our process programs implies that programming languages for conventional applications, while they may provide important capabilities, are not yet really practical for software-process applications. Our ability to address a wide range of processes and process characteristics leads us to believe that we have identified an additional set of important, general, and powerful language capabilities for software-process programming.
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